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In this day in age, green building design is becoming increasingly prevalent.
g implement
p
a design
g p
philosophy,
p y, which focuses on
These sustainable buildings
increasing the efficiency of resource use with better sitting, design,
construction, operation, maintenance, and removal. Our project specifically
focuses on one green building: The Orchard Garden Hotel.
This report is the integration of two essential phases in the process of the
project:
W The first involved researching
W
W
W
W

What the sustainable practices are of the Orchard Garden Hotel
Why management chose to become sustainable
What initiatives were taken
What ideas could not be implemented

W The second phase involved conducting an interview with the General
Manager of the hotel on how the green practices have effected building
p
operations

Project Introduction
W

Stefan Muhle, the General Manager for the
Orchard Garden Hotel, has provided our team
with much of the information about the hotel’s
sustainable features, company and building
profiles. We engaged in an ongoing dialogue
with him in order to explore the aforementioned
topics.

W

Through the resources and information provided
by Stefan Muhle and our own research, we were
able to gain a valuable understanding of how
sustainable building
gp
practices have effected the
Orchard Garden Hotel.

Orchard Garden Hotel’s
B k
Background
d and
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San Francisco,
S
F
i
California
C lif i
Sister to Orchard Park Hotel
1st LEED Certified Hotel in California, 4th in the world
New Construction 2006, Opened March 2007
Owned by Mr. S.C. Huang of Orchard Garden Inc.
Designed by Architecture International
General Construction, Construction Management, LEED AP: Swinerton
Builders
Managed by Portfolio Hotels and Resorts

Hotel Facility
H
F
y&T
Target
g Market
M
Hotel Facility
y
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

Boutique Hotel
86 Rooms
10 Stories
Restaurant and Bar
Rooftop Garden
500 sf Meeting Space
Lot Size: 5,675 sf
Building Area: 50,00 sf

Target Market
W
W
W

55 Employees
Located in downtown San Francisco,
near Chinatown, Union Square, &
Financial District
Fitting location for group
group, business
business,
leisure & ecotourism markets.

Reasons for
Sustainable Features
W
W
W
W
W
W

Mrs. Huang
M
H
committed
itt d tto environment
i
t
Improving occupant health
Low impact visitor behavior
Appreciation of local cultures and biodiversity
Educating traveler and community
Following the values of their mission statement:
“The Orchard and Orchard Garden Hotels are to be known as San
Francisco’s premier first-class boutique hotels that best exemplify the bay
area’s trend setting character. The properties will be the most successful
operator in its marketplace, delivering a level of personal service and
product that is customer driven, reflecting excellence and innovation.”

“We will create value for owners, team members,
guests,
t andd our community.”
it ”

P f bl Market
Profitable
M k for
f Sustainability
S
bl
Ecotourism
W $77 billion industry
W 34% of business travelers seek out
Green hotels
W Those who expect hotels to be green
will be more likely to stay at the
Orchard Garden Hotel
W Fastest g
growing
g travel market
segment

Hotel exposure
W Site Tours
W Green events
W Education promotion

www.ecocroatia.info

Fi
Financial
i l and
dO
Occupantt B
Benefits
fit
Financial Benefits
WLower Operating Costs
W LEED buildings save an average of
30% is equal to a $4 increase in
Average
g Daily
y Rate
W Save money due to reduced costs of
electricity, water
W Being a green building is an effective
media and PR tool
W Sustainable hotels have been tested
to work: Brands such as Hyatt,
Marriot, Hilton, Starwood that
promoted their sustainable initiatives
helped to increase revenues

Occupant Benefits
W
W

Higher employee productivity
More comfortable guests

Orchard Garden Hotel
S
Sustainable
bl B
Building
ld D
Designs
and Practices

C
Construction
One of the first strategies
g
to creating
g an energy-efficient
gy
building
g
was by implementing sustainable construction practices
W
W
W
W

W
W
W

Off-Site Cutting
Systems Commissioning
On-Time Procurement
Recycled Building Materials
W Within Hotel
W In Jobsite Office
Natural Runoff Mitigation
On-Time Procurement
Solar Powered Traffic Signs
g

Off-Site
O
S C
Cutting
g
W

W

Off-site cutting reduced particle pollution on site.
W Wall forms, deck forms, and fire sprinkler pipes
were prefabricated, saving considerable cutting.
W Sheetrock
Sh t k studs
t d were ordered
d d tto size
i att flfloorto-ceiling height for the rooms.
Off-site cutting offered a cost-saving benefit.
W The sheetrock subcontractor saved on material
and labor by ordering pre-cut studs; they are
charged per linear foot for the material and as a
result, they don’t have to pay for additional
linear feet that would be cut off and become
jobsite waste.
W This also saves on the cost of labor to measure
and cut at the site.

C
Commissioning
g
W
W

Swinerton developed and used
commissioning plan
Ensured verification of:
W
W

W
W

Installation
Functional performance

Training, operation and
maintenance documentation
Allows for efficient systems

O T
On-Time
P
Procurement
W

The general contractor, Swinerton Builders, made sure to procure materials
for just-in-time delivery. This method reduced the time that materials sit on the
job site, preventing the absorption of construction dust and chemicals. This
level of planning extended to the construction sequence as well, preventing
sink materials absorbing chemical vapors from wet materials.

R
Recycled
l d Materials
M
l
W

W

The specifications limited fly ash content in
concrete mixtures at 25% by weight, however
Swinerton Builders used 30% in the 42 inch-thick
mat slab because increasing the percentage had
significant eco-benefits such as:
W Avoiding landfill disposal of the product
W Conserving natural resources that would
otherwise
th
i be
b used
d in
i th
the concrete
t mixture
i t
W Reducing the damaging effects of thermal
cracking of concrete while it is curing
The construction team also used a 100%
biodegradable product made of recycled sawdust
for day-to-day clean-up.

Greening The Jobsite Office
W

W

W

Office furniture was either salvaged from
another site or bought used from Hertz
Equipment, saving waste and money.
100% recycled paper was used
used, and
whenever possible, the team used a scanner
to send documents digitally instead of faxing.
Over 75% of our construction debris was
recycled
l d with
ith the
th assistance
i t
off Golden
G ld G
Gate
t
Disposal

Natural Runoff Mitigation
W To minimize the pollution flowing into
drains during the construction of the
hotel, rice straw waddles were used to
absorb the concrete and wash-down
runoff.
W A filter fabric was used to prevent dirt
and concrete particles from entering
the drain system as the water flowed
through it.
W Before power was established
established,
Swinerton Builder used generators that
were ran on low-sulphur fuel, rather
than diesel which was what was
commonly used at the time. This
reduced the emissions of sulphur
dioxide by 88%.

Solar Powered Street
Traffic Signs
W

Instead of diesel-powered traffic signs, Orchard Garden Hotel used solar
powered signs to direct traffic. Light from solar power minimizes both
emissions and noise pollution.

Sustainable Features and Practices
A range of sustainable design features can be found within the Hotel’s guestrooms and
public areas. Management and staff have also implemented and continue to follow
certain
i sustainable
i bl practices.
i
WAlternative Transportation – bike storage, carpool area
WRecycling– reducing and diverting waste from landfills
WRecycling
landfills, recycling materials
WEnergy and Atmosphere – high energy efficiency and system performance
WEnvironmentally Friendly Housekeeping- safe products and practices
WMaterials and Resources –local materials with low impact and recycled content
WEnergy Management System – controlled energy use
WWater Efficiency – reduce water need
WIndoor Air Quality – reducing pollutants, keeping thermal comfort
WEducation – teaching and helping local community

Alternative T
A
Transportation
p
Biking
Bike racks outside of hotel for guests and staff
Bike rental is also available

Zipcar
How It Works
1. Wave Zipcard in front of card reader. The car is
unlocked if the owner of the card has a reservation.
2. Key always stay inside, while using the car the
card has to be use to lock and unlock the door.
3. After using the car, the costumer has to return it to
its reserved parking location.
Guests can use this service even if they are not
members of Zipcar. The zipcards are provided by
the hotel.
hotel

Green Benefits:
1. Its estimated that by sharing cars each Zipcar takes
15-20personally owned vehicles off the road.
2. Members reduce their usual mileage
g to 5,550mi
,
or
less, saving more than 32 million gallons of crude
oil.

In Room Recycling
Orchard Garden Hotel wants to
educate its guest on the
importance of green practices:
WIn each room guest will find
trashcans with three divisions so
they can recycle just as if they
were home.
WThe hotel prepares brochures
for guests and also provides
information on their website.

Key Card Management
This system
reduces energy
consumption
by 20%, paying
for its cost
($35,000.00) in
2 years.

How does it work?
1. Use key card to open door.
2. Place keyy card in a small box on the wall ,
turning on the lights and activating electrical
systems in the room such as AC.
3. When leaving the rooms the guest removes
the key,
y, cutting
g out the p
power in the rooms.

An outlet used by guests to
charge battery
battery-powered
powered devices
keeps working. The system
uses sensors to determine the
number of people in the room
and regulate HVAC
HVAC.

Green Housekeeping

W House keeping staff uses citrus-based cleaning products from Sierra Environmental
Technologies and Method that are better for the environment as well as for the
housekeeping staff and guests.
W These cleaners lack toxic chemicals and fumes but are still as powerful as usual
detergents. Orange oil extracted from orange peel works as a solvent.
W Recycle old bed linens to use as cloths for cleaning.
W The housekeeping department is equipped with energy star rated appliances.
W Housekeeping carts have divisions for plastic, metal and, paper.
W The hotel collects used batteries & takes them to Walgreen’s drugstore for proper disposal.

Materials and
Resources
W Low or no-volatile
no volatile organic compounds
paints, adhesives, sealants are used
on the interior and exterior of the hotel.
W Forest Steward Council-certified wood
was used for furniture
furniture.
W Curtains, drapes, bedspreads, and
carpet backing (developed by Luna
Textiles) are made of recycled
products and they are firefire rated and
machine washable to avoid drycleaning chemicals.
W All guestroom textiles are washable to
avoid the chemicals that come with dry
cleaning.
W Collateral, stationery and tissue
papers is made recycled paper and
printed with soy-based
soy based ink
ink.

Natural R
N
Resource C
Conservation
Energy Efficiency

Water Efficiency

W Albedo roof coating decreases heat
island effect keeping the building cool
W Natural daylight is exploited in the
lobby, rooms, and restaurant (82% of
occupied space).
W Compact fluorescent light bulbs that
use 60 percent less energy than regular
bulbs and last up to ten times longer
are used throughout the hotel.
W CFL produce 70 percent less heat
reducing cost of energy for cooling.
W Individual climate control in each
guestroom.

W Guestrooms are equipped with
Watermiser low flow shower heads
and toilets.
W Water-efficient washing machines and
dishwashers also help to save water
as well as the towel and linen reuse
program.
W Purification water systems in eliminate
the need for mineral water purchases.
No outside automatic irrigation system
is installed.

Indoor Air Quality
W

W

As the ductwork was being
installed in the Orchard Garden
Hotel, it was protected by taping
closed the ends, inhibiting
construction
t ti pollution
ll ti ffrom
entering the system.
Smoking is prohibited on the site
to prevent materials from
absorbing second
second-hand
hand smoke,
smoke
thus protecting the health and
maintaining the comfort of building
occupants.

P bl A
Public
Art P
Program
W

W

W

The Orchard Garden Hotel supports local Bay Area artists through its public
art program which features works of fine bronze, custom sculptures,
radiographs on paper, oil paintings as well as pieces from the hotel owner's
private collection.
The hotel also educates its guests and visitors about what it means to be a
truly “green” hotel by offering information and resources at the front desk at all
times.
O a community
On
it level,
l
l th
the h
hotel
t l offers
ff
one annually
ll paid
id d
day off
ff on
Community Connection Day for team members to volunteer service to their
community.

Green Practices Management Wanted To
Implement, But Couldn’t
W

Management “looked into many ways to lead the industry in sustainable business
practices… Sometimes we simply couldn't afford the upfront expenses, and on
other occasions, we felt it would have been impractical.” - Mr. Stefan Muhle.

W

Some examples of green initiatives management wanted to implement, but
couldn’t:

W

Solar panels - “simply do not have enough rooftop space to justify the expense and
see an acceptable ROI.” However, “instead of investing into solar or other green
energy, management focused on how they could limit their overall energy
consumption.” - Mr. Stefan Muhle.

W

Purchasing all organic items (linens, food, beverages, etc) - “simply too
expensive.”However, “instead of trying to be exclusively organic, management paid
attention to creating local partnerships with vendors who, in turn, source
sustainable materials and products.” - Mr. Stefan Muhle.

Green Practices That Other Hotels
Have Implemented
W

Some hotels (such as the Embassy
Suites) use daylight, with the
installation of multiple skylights,
exclusively in their lobby, bar, and
restaurant for as much of the day as
possible.

W

Hotels that have pools and/or hot tubs
h
have
iinstalled
t ll d a solar
l water
t h
heating
ti
system and use pool and hot tub
covers when the pool area is closed.

W

Hotels also donate leftover food to a
local nonprofit organization and/or use
a compost bin, as well as donate
guest amenities,, old furniture
leftover g
and appliances to charities.

Interview with Mr. Stefan Muhle & a
L k att How
Look
H the
th Property’s
P
t ’ Green
G
Practices Effect the Facility’s
Operations

I t i with
Interview
ith St
Stefan
f Muhle
M hl
We interviewed Mr. Stefan Muhle, the general manager of the Orchard
Garden Hotel. We asked him a series of questions that would help us better
understand what it means to run a green hotel. We combined his answers
with our research to create a complete explanation of what is entailed in
running a sustainable organization.

Interview with Stefan Muhle
The Experience
p
with LEED
Q. Becoming a "green," LEED certified Hotel must have been a long process from the initial planning stages to the full implementation of sustainable
p
, what have yyou and yyour employees
p y
learned?
features/practices,
A.

You need your employees’ buy-in. If your staff do not understand the ‘why’
behind what management does, we set ourselves up for operational failure.

Q.

Do you have any issues with the LEED system or anything you feel should be
changed having gone through this process?

A.

The system relies on truthful submission of data. It's all done online. There is
no in-person audit...but there should be!

Interview with Stefan Muhle
Features that would be changed
Q. If you could go back and make any changes
to the sustainable features in the Orchard
Garden Hotel, what would it be?
A. More LED lighting and different material in
restaurant
t
t upholstery
h l t

Interview with Stefan Muhle
What could be Improved

Q. If you had an unlimited budget for
sustainable renovations, what new
"green" features would you add to the
Hotel, or what improvements would
you make
k on currentt features?
f t
?
A. We would implement co-generation
energy, a common form of energy
recycling which uses a heat engine to
simultaneously generate both
electricity and useful heat. We would
also implement solar/photovoltaic
panels, which would convert light
energy into useful electrical power.

Interview with Stefan Muhle
Running a Green Operation

Q What is involved in managing and operating a green building? (ie
Q.
(ie. were there
new policies/procedures that were developed?)
A. Our corporate responsibility goes beyond our proprietary borders and we
endeavor to cooperate with our neighbors and suppliers to develop our
business in a sustainable manner.
Every effort is made to conserve resources throughout our operations. Each
department will seek products and services of local origin and that are
environmentally friendly.
friendly Preference will be given to the most environmentally
responsible service suppliers.
Our policy towards the environment is available and promoted to our business
partners and guests. It is also included in our Team Member Handbook, issued
t every employee.
to
l
We
W are committed
itt d to
t regular
l evaluation
l ti and
d modification
difi ti
of this environmental policy to help ensure maximum benefits. Weekly
Manager Meetings will serve as an open forum for discussion and our success
will be determined on an ongoing basis with a commitment to improve.

Interview with Stefan Muhle
Differences between running a green operation verses a nongreen operation
Q. What is the difference between operating a LEED certified hotel versus a
"green," but not LEED certified hotel?
A. There is more emphasis on energy efficiency and more costs are directed
towards new technologies and practices to be sustainable

I
Interview
with
hS
Stefan
f M
Muhle
hl
The Green Philosophy
Q. Does your environmental stance affect who you do business with?
A. In short, yes, we prefer to do business with like-minded organizations.
Q. How do you ensure that your employees buy-in to your company’s philosophy?
A. I made some key changes to our employee handbook. Instead of dictating a
direction we decided to share our commitment by making a welcome letter that
direction,
each employee receives upon joining our team.

I
Interview
with
hS
Stefan
f M
Muhle
hl
Th Letter:
The
L tt

W
W
W
W
W

Outlines corporate responsibility to environment
Outlines steps company is taking to ensure low impact
Establishes need to promote this attitude towards business partner, clients,
and guests.
Explains importance of personal responsibility at all job levels
Explains importance of daily actions

I
Interview
i with
i hS
Stefan
f M
Muhle
hl
Wh the
Why
th Letter
L tt Works
W k
W
W
W
W

Gets employees excited about
sustainability.
It is honest and consistent.
consistent
Reveals that employees are a vital part of
the greening process.
Allow for evolutionary nature of change:
Ch
Change
iis nott sudden
dd .

IInterview with S
Stefan M
Muhle
Earning the Employees’ Trust
In 2002, the Hotel made the switch to cheaper cleaning products. Housekeeping
was skeptical, as they were focused on cleaning rooms efficiently and quickly,
and didn’t think the new products would work. Instead of issuing a memo forcing
them to comply,
comply management had the staff participate in an experiment to gain
their trust. For one week the second group was trained to use the new products
properly. After two weeks of using them, they found that these cleaned just as
effectively, but were also non-toxic, so fear of mishandling them evaporated.
Then the two groups switched products; those who used the green ones did not
want to go back to using the old ones, while those using the old products could
not wait to use the green ones. The experiment had generated a lot of buzz
among the staff, thus effectively winning them over.

Interview with Stefan Muhle
Training New Employees
Q. How do you train new and/or existing employees when you implement new
green practices/policies/technologies?
A. Training is on-the-job. The method is an “hire attitude and teach aptitude.”

Interview with Stefan Muhle
Keeping up with new technology
Q. What green-related issues have come up in weekly manager meetings? Have any
new policies been adopted from these?
A.

Sustainability is a core element of our business philosophy, so we don’t really
isolate green issues per se. For now, some of the new initiatives we're
considering: guest key control switches at the Orchard Hotel (similar to what we
have at the Garden). Dual-flush button retrofit on toilets and water control valves
to further limit water usage.

IInterview with S
Stefan M
Muhle
Supplying a Green Operation
Q. Have you needed to change the ways you purchase, or who your suppliers are?
A. We continually research alternatives. We won't shy away from testing new services and/or
products, but they do have to make sense and cater to the triple bottom line - socially,
environmentally and fiscally.
environmentally,
fiscally
Q. How do you know what you are getting really has a low environmental impact?
A. Research, research, research. If we find out that we are using products that are not as
sustainable as they can be, we will find better suppliers.

I
Interview
with
hS
Stefan
f M
Muhle
hl
Financing a green operation
Q. You also mentioned high costs associated with green technologies and
practices. How does your company handle these costs?
A. Typically, larger up-front expenses (such as the initiatives outlined in point 6) are
handled through our FF&E Reserve. If the payback period is estimated to be
less than 3 or 4 years
years, the investment is typically approved
approved.

IInterview with S
Stefan M
Muhle
Green Image in the Media
Q. Do you find that this company has a different relationship with the press and or
public due to it's green image, compared to non-green companies/hotels you
may have worked for?
A.

Yes. The Orchard Garden Hotel stabilized occupancy and ADR within just one
year of opening. Industry average is more like 18 to 24 months. This was
largely due to having received lots of media coverage - locally, nationally, and
internationally. However, there will be diminishing returns at some point...as
other hotels follow suit, and "green" is not news anymore.

Interview with Stefan Muhle
Maintaining High Standards
Q. Many people in the industry are criticizing LEED for not having a rating system
for a building after it is built. How does the Orchard Park Hotel ensure that
certain green practices are not abandoned after achieving the LEED rating?
A.

Knowing that the LEED program focuses on a structure, and not necessarily
operations, we pushed the envelope a bit further and also became Green Seal
green business by
y the SF Department
p
of the
certified as well as a certified g
Environment. It was important for us to send a consistent message..."green
from the inside out!”
The g
goal of the Green Seal Certification
is to codify standard procedures and
targets measured in order to ensure that
that the Hotel continue their efforts. This
primarily
p
y ensures the p
property
p y that their
suppliers are following sustainable
practices

Maintaining
g Green Focus
Sometimes, the hotel will need to change practices or use new
products/distributors.
d t /di t ib t
In
I other
th instances,
i t
the
th currentt practices
ti
followed
f ll
d or
products used are found to be non-sustainable
As this occurs after LEED certification, Hotel Management must actively make
sure that
th t the
th new actions
ti
adopted
d t d ffollow
ll
th
their
i sustainable
t i bl goals.
l
Green Seal Assessments can be used to rate new products to make sure they
they are in line with the sustainable goals

Maintaining
M
g Green
G
Focus
F
One instance where management had to actively maintain the
hotel’s green practices occurred when their guest room amenity
provider, EO, changed its packaging to larger-sized bottles (from 1
oz to 1.5 oz).
W
W
W
W
W

Hotel incurred more waste than before.
EO was asked to go back to smaller size, but their business model did not
allow this.
After researching new companies, Stefan Muhle found EcoPure, which was
willing
g to p
provide 0.5 oz biodegradable
g
containers.
Stefan sent new product information to Green Seal to make sure it met
desired sustainable level.
After rating was accepted, the Hotel discontinued relationship with EO and
switched to EcoPure
EcoPure.

Maintaining
M
g Green
G
Focus
F
WEco Pure Green Seal Assessment Process:
WGeneral Manager Stefan Muhle had to submit a corrective action plan.
WThe plan demonstrated how management corrected the problems.
WTargets established
WTraining held
WPurchasing Orders
WAlso included documented evidence that corrective action was successful:
“For example, if the finding for a clause requires that a
procedure be created and personal trained, then corrective
action in this situation requires that a procedure be drafted
and
d evidence
id
th
thatt personall are ttrained
i d tto
use this policy”
WAfter these are met, Green Seal can be awarded

A
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WStefan
St f M
Muhle
hl was instrumental
i t
t l in
i our understanding
d t di off the
th O
Orchard
h dG
Garden
d
Hotel. He was able to answer our questions directly, and provide a vast
amount of resources that gave additional information. He also responded in a
very timely manner
manner, almost instantly in some cases,
cases which gave our group
more time to take in the information and come up with new questions for him.
As someone who is dedicated to their property and proud to communicate
the impressive features of their property, Stefan Muhle seems to embody the
spirit of the Orchard Garden Hotel, and was someone we were very happy to
work with.

Orchard G
O
Garden Hotel
H
Summary
WThe Orchard Garden Hotel is the premier example of a “Green” hotel. While
many properties in the lodging industry claim to be “green,” the Orchard Garden Hotel
clearly achieves this status by ensuring that every aspect of the hotel is energy
efficient
ffi i t and
d environmentally
i
t ll ffriendly.
i dl The
Th h
hotel
t l also
l goes b
beyond
d mere LEED certification
tifi ti
and actively finds new ways to lower their environmental impact.

What it T
W
Takes to be G
Green
WThrough our dialogue with General Manager Stefan Muhle, we were able
get a grasp of what goes into running a Green Hotel.
WIt
It takes
t k more than
th jjustt an energy efficient
ffi i t building.
b ildi
The
Th entire
ti culture
lt
and
d
mentality of everyone involved in the property must buy in to the goals of
owners. The values have to actually be there, or the goals will never be met.
WManagement must be constantly changing and adapting to face new
issues and find new solutions. As LEED only goes as far as the design,
management must be willing to stay dedicated.
WIt takes work. The most sustainable solutions are usually not the easiest to
find, and there are many times when management can just ignore nonsustainable aspects of their property instead of going the extra distance to
change
h
th
them.

Further E
F
Exploration
p

WWhile our group did get to explore many issues, there are still some
aspects of the Orchard Garden Hotel which could be looked at more deeply
in order to adress their impact and possibly improve upon.
WActual Energy Consumption: It would be helpful to see the actual kilowatt
hours that the building consumes on a yearly or other appropriate basis. This
would be useful in seeing if the Hotel’s performance is getting better, or it is
getting worse due to certain practices that may have been abandoned.The
Hotel’s performance compared to other green properties or hotels would be
useful to see how much the Orchard Garden Hotel’s designs actually paid
off.
WThe cost and savings of the lowered energy consumption would also be
useful. This can be compared to the extra cost of the certain practices and
design feature implemented to see if these are cost affective strategies.
WWe would also like to see more information about what steps were taken
to reduce the heat island effect.
WIt would also be worthwhile to find out how this hotel effected other
sustainable hotels, or how it compares to newer ones.
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